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--John C. Maxwell

What customers want from brands in 2015

They want information

via mobile and in real
time, and they look for

brands who take corpo-
rate social responsibility

seriously. An infographic
from Reuven Gorsht ex-

amines how customers
shop, where they get in-

formation and what they
expect from brands this

year. According to the
infographic, customers:

Disregard advertising. Seventy-five percent

of people don’t believe companies are truthful
in advertisements.

Want real-time information. Eighty-nine per-

cent of customers say having real-time prod-
uct availability would affect their shopping

choices.

Pay attention to corpo-
rate social responsibil-

ity. Sixty-nine percent of
customers say they’re

more likely to buy from
brands that publicly dis-

cuss their corporate social
responsibility contributions

than those that don’t.

Are mobile. Seventy-three
percent of men and 63 per-

cent of women don’t go
more than an hour without checking their

phones.

Trust the internet. Ninety-two percent say they
have more confidence in information they find

online than anywhere else.

Source:  By Kristin Piombino. www.ragan.com

4 questions to perfect
your brand message

These days, it’s really tough to get through
to your audience, whether your message is
audio, an email or a sales pitch, but hope-
fully it’s always on message. Let’s get pen
and pad ready to start to define and detail
the message platform (positioning, as it’s
called in marketing speak) and supporting
messages. Get input from executives on
these four critical questions:

1. Who are you/your company? What’s
your formal brand name? If it’s initials (IBM)
or a proper or a familial name such as that
of a law firm, accounting firm or marketing/
PR firm, then it’s all the more critical that
you attach your name to what you do.

2. What do you do? In basic terms, clearly
and succinctly articulate what product or
service you represent or provide to your cli-
ents and prospects. Don’t get “salesy” just
yet. Stick to the facts.

3. Why does it matter? What benefit do you
bring to the audience you serve? What’s your
reason for being, and why should I care or
take note of what you’re offering? Is there a
compelling reason to believe that your prod-
uct or service will significantly enhance my
life? If so, I want to hear it, but please don’t
sell me.

4. Can you offer any proof? It’s pretty easy
to make claims about how dazzling you and
your products are and why I should buy, but
do you have any evidence to support your
position? An increase in sales or having best
price in the marketplace are good starts, but
outside validation of your product/service is
the best proof. That could be in the form of
awards, recognition or testimonials from your
best clients. Anything you can offer to vali-
date your claims will enhance your credibility
and the chance the prospect will trust you
and whatever you’re offering.

Source: Elizabeth L. Boineau, founder and owner of E. Boineau & Co., writer for  www.ragan. com

5 ways to trim the fat
from your writing

Here are a few ways to get started:

1. Use concise language and eliminate

redundancies. Thomas Jefferson said,
“The most valuable of all talents is that of

never using two words when one will do.”
Some words add very little to your content.

Pruning phrases is an easy way to tighten
your writing (use “mystery” instead of “un-

solved mystery”; use “revert” instead of “re-
vert back”). You can also cut out extrane-

ous phrases, such as “all things consid-
ered” and “due to the fact that.”

2. Choose simple words over complex

words. The use of unfamiliar or complex
terms interferes with comprehension and

slows readers down. Good writing consists
of trying to use ordinary words to achieve

extraordinary results,” James Mitchner said.

3. Choose your adjectives carefully. The
use of indirect and unclear descriptors can

cause readers to ignore or misinterpret your
message. The same goes for adjectives

that have lost their meaning through over-
use or misuse (“unique,” “amazing,” “revo-

lutionary”). Descriptors should be precise.
According to Mark Twain, “Substitute ‘damn’

every time you’re inclined to write ‘very’; your
editor will delete it and the writing will be just

as it should be.”

4. Mind your verbs.  In the words of poet
Jerriann Wayahowl Law, “Respect the

verbs in your life.”  A common problem with
corporate writing is that it’s full of lazy, mean-

ingless verbs. Words such as “Utilize,”
“implement,” “leverage,” “disseminate”

jumble writing and weaken messages.
Choose clear, active verbs instead of throw-

away ones (use “send” instead of “dissemi-
nate”; “start” instead of “implement”).

5. Strive for clarity. No matter who it is,

your audience will appreciate language that
is clear and concise. Avoid jargon. Cut

clichés and buzzwords from your writing.
Use the active voice and strong verbs. And

remember the words of Clarice Lispector,
“I only achieve simplicity with enormous ef-

fort.”

Source:  By Laura Hale Brockway, www.ragan.com

Where there is no vision, there is no hope.
--George Washington Carver
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Being too focused on rewards is demotivating
in the long term, writes Dan Pink, New York
Times author of the best-selling “Drive: The
Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us.”
You need more than just money and other “car-
rots” to keep yourself going day-in, day-out at
a job. Be careful not to pick jobs based solely
on money. Research shows it’s one of the big-
gest career regrets. And don’t think that a pay
raise or promotion is a long term solution to
lack of motivation if you aren’t interested in what
you’re doing. What should you look for in a job
if you want to feel motivated? Remember
“AMP.” Autonomy: Look for places where you’ll
have freedom to get things done your way as
long as you achieve the boss’s objectives.
Avoid micromanagers. Mastery: Where will
you learn, improve and grow at something that
is meaningful to you? Purpose: Will you be
contributing to a big important cause? Or will
you be doing something where you feel your
contribution is important?

Questioning your control impulses
No one likes to think of oneself as a control

freak, but managers have to be extra sensi-

tive to the tendency. Here’s a quick test to

tell whether you’re heading in that direction:

Can you admit every once in a while that

somebody else’s way of doing something is

better than yours? If not, watch out. When

you find yourself automatically rejecting

someone’s idea or approach, ask, “Is it re-

ally important that I be right this time?” If you

don’t have a valid reason, let go of your ob-

jections and stop trying to control everything

needlessly.

           source: www.managebetter.biz

Learning the art of saying no
The first step in learning to say no is accept-

ing that you have a right to make decisions

based on your needs, not someone else’s.

Don’t allow others to make you feel guilty for

acting in your own best interest. And remem-

ber: Repeatedly caving in to pressure may

make you feel popular, but it will do little to

enhance your reputation as a leader.

Source:  www.managebetter.biz

Avoiding  becoming a toxic leader
Leadership done poorly “demotivates indi-

viduals and damages organizations,” writes

Brig. Gen. John Michel. To ensure you don’t

fall into that trap, keep asking for feedback,

avoid getting carried away by your emotions,

and support others rather than hold power

over them. “Keep any toxic tendencies at bay

by focusing on enabling others to succeed,”

Michel writes.

Source:  SmartBrief on Leadership

Responding to employees
with positive language

When discussing an employee’s handling

of a project, try to avoid words such as

can’t, don’t, should, or shouldn’t, which

undermine empowerment. Instead, try

“Let’s consider some other alternatives,” or

similar phrasing that encourages workers

to stretch their thinking.

Source:  http://www.hrcommunication.com/

Getting unstuck
Sometimes leaders got stuck and the best

way to  getting out of it is to talk it out with

someone, writes Mary Jo Asmus, an execu-

tive coach.  She advised to find the best lis-

tener you know and talk about the thing that

has you stuck or  find a coach who’s been

trained to listen well and to ask great open-

ended questions to help you out.

Source:  SmartBlog on Leadership

Kindness and toughness are
both important in leadership

More and more data is showing that man-

agers who focus on results while still show-

ing kindness is what the world needs now,

writes Mary Jo Asmus, an executive coach.

She adds that projecting warmth before es-

tablishing competence in a new position is

more effective than beginning with tough-

ness.  She stressed that when leaders are

fair to their team, the team reflects fairness

to each other and to customers.

Source:  SmartBlog on Leadership

Managing a project
means making

trade-offs
A project’s scope, schedule, and budget all

affect what you can achieve. So if you tweak

one of these factors, you’ll have to change

something else. For example, if your time

frame for developing a new database is cut,

you’ll have to hire more people (up the bud-

get) or deliver a system with fewer features

(reduce the scope). You’ll face many simi-

lar trade-offs when managing a project. The

point is: don’t panic. If you know from the

start which of these three is most important

to stakeholders, you’ll be able to make the

right trade-offs. A less ambitious or even

lower-quality product isn’t necessarily a bad

thing — as long as the functionality meets

the needs of the end users and fits the bud-

get and schedule. Just keep your stakehold-

ers in the loop. You’ll spot trade-offs long

before they do, so tell them when you want

to make changes and negotiate to reach a

solution.

What motivates us
in the workplace

Source:  Management Tip of the Day, Harvard

Business Review

Source:  http://www.bakadesuyo.com/

A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and

shows the way.
--John C. Maxwell


